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Abstract—A cornerstone of the worldwide transition to smart
grids are smart meters. Smart meters typically collect and
provide energy time series that are vital for various applications,
such as grid simulations, fault-detection, load forecasting, load
analysis, and load management. Unfortunately, these time series
are often characterized by missing values that must be handled
before the data can be used. A common approach to handle
missing values in time series is imputation. However, existing
imputation methods are designed for power time series and do
not take into account the total energy of gaps, resulting in jumps
or constant shifts when imputing energy time series. In order
to overcome these issues, the present paper introduces the new
Copy-Paste Imputation (CPI) method for energy time series. The
CPI method copies data blocks with similar characteristics and
pastes them into gaps of the time series while preserving the total
energy of each gap. The new method is evaluated on a real-world
dataset that contains six shares of artificially inserted missing
values between 1 and 30%. It outperforms the three benchmark
imputation methods selected for comparison. The comparison
furthermore shows that the CPI method uses matching patterns
and preserves the total energy of each gap while requiring only
a moderate run-time.

Index Terms—Time series imputation, energy time series,
missing values.

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATE OF THE ART

IN THE course of the worldwide transition to an energy
system mainly based on renewable energy sources, a key

is the implementation of smart grids [1]. Smart meters are
a cornerstone of these smart grids and are thus installed in
an increasing number worldwide. They record and transmit
a variety of data such as voltage, reactive power, or the
electricity consumption of consumers [2]. The collected data
is an essential input to various applications supporting and
enabling the transition to energy systems from renewable ener-
gies. For example, the collected data enables grid operators
to perform grid simulations [3] for stability analysis, grid
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development, fault-detection, and efficiency improvements.
The collected data is also needed for load forecasting [4],
load analysis, and load management [5]. Moreover, the col-
lected data allows research facilities to develop technologies
for the grid of the future.

The results of these applications highly depend on the qual-
ity of the input data. The data quality, in turn, is highly
influenced by two key challenges in the smart grid infras-
tructure: the accuracy of data acquisition and the reliability of
data transmission and data storage [6]. The accuracy of data
acquisition refers to the correctness of the recorded data. It is
reduced by problems causing, for example, noise and outliers
in the data [7], [8]. For further processing, outliers in par-
ticular are often detected and labeled as missing values as a
first step [2], [9]. The reliability of data transmission and data
storage, however, mainly relates to the completeness of the
recorded data. In implemented smart meter systems, recorded
data contain between 3 and 4% of missing values, for exam-
ple due to planned outages [6], [10]. Due to these two key
challenges of smart grids, missing values in recorded data are
a common problem. Although some applications are able to
handle incomplete data [11], most applications require that the
missing values are handled by pre-processing the data.

A common method to handle missing data is imputation.
Imputation replaces missing values with values that should
resemble the actual data [12]. Since missing values are a com-
mon problem in real-world datasets, many imputation methods
exist for time series: They range from very basic methods such
as linear interpolation and Last Observation Carried Forward
(LOCF) [12] over time series analysis-based methods [9], [13]
to learning-based methods [14], [15].

To further improve the imputation, it is a common approach
to focus on time series from a particular domain and to con-
sider their characteristics as additional information. In the
context of smart meters, the recorded time series of electricity
consumption or generation are typically influenced by factors
such as weather, human routines, social norms (e.g., week-
ends or holidays) and many others [16], [17]. These factors
often lead to the commonly known characteristic patterns with
daily, weekly, and yearly periodicities, which can be utilized
by imputation methods. For example, daily and weekly pat-
terns are exploited in [18]. The pattern frequency of a power
time series is estimated with the auto-correlation function and
the mean values of the estimated pattern frequency are used
to impute missing values. In another work [19], the similarity
between days is used by filling larger gaps in a power time
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series with the average values of validated reference days. Very
short gaps with a length of two hours or less are imputed
with a linear interpolation, as this often fits the very short-
term characteristics of smart meter time series. The Optimally
Weighted Average approach in [16] utilizes daily and weekly
patterns as well as seasonality to select appropriate historical
values. With these values, the historical averages of a power
time series are calculated, before they are combined with a
linear interpolation for smooth transitions between actual and
imputed values.

Other methods utilize even more additional data or
information to impute missing values in smart meter time
series. An example is the method for imputation, de-noising,
and outlier removal based on Principal Component Pursuit
in [20]. It utilizes the spatial correlations in the power load
profiles of adjacent substations. In [21], the time series mea-
sured by smart meters in a factory are used to impute missing
values in other time series from smart meters located in the
same factory with clustering and k-nearest neighbors. In [22],
the imputation of substation data is formulated as a forecasting
problem. The forecast uses the collected power data of nearby
substations as well as weather data, which often has an impact
on power consumption and generation.

While all of these imputation approaches are specifically
designed for smart meter time series, all of them except [21]
are limited to the imputation of power time series and none of
the approaches utilizes the inherent properties of energy time
series. In a power time series P, every entry pt contains the
average power consumption or generation between two time
steps t − 1 and t. However, smart meters typically provide
energy time series by default. In an energy time series E, every
entry et contains the meter reading, i.e., the energy that has
been consumed or generated up to time step t. Therefore, –
unlike in power time series – if, for example, entries between
the entries et to et+3 are missing in an energy time series, the
next existing entry et+4 still contains the information about
the total energy, which was consumed or produced between
t − 1 and t + 4. As a consequence, a power time series can
be derived from an energy time series with missing values but
not vice versa.

Thus, in the present paper, we propose the novel Copy-Paste
Imputation (CPI) method for univariate energy time series.
It uses an energy time series as input and copies blocks of
data with similar characteristics into gaps. By copying blocks
of matching data, the inherent patterns of the time series are
preserved, even in time series with pattern changes. For this
purpose, the CPI method utilizes the information about the
total energy of each gap that energy time series contain in
contrast to power time series. It can, therefore, guarantee that
the total recorded energy remains unchanged during the impu-
tation. To the best of our knowledge, no other method in
literature has so far used this property of energy time series
for imputation. By this imputation, the CPI method achieves
complete energy time series, which also allows deriving a com-
plete power time series. Both energy and power time series can
then serve as input for all of the aforementioned applications
that support and enable the transition to energy systems from
renewable energies.

The remainder of the present paper is structured as follows.
The proposed method is explained in detail in Section II and
evaluated against three benchmark methods on a real-world
dataset in Section III. Concluding remarks and an outlook are
given in Section IV.

II. NOVEL COPY-PASTE IMPUTATION METHOD

In this section, the newly proposed Copy-Paste Imputation
(CPI) method1 is described. As illustrated in the exemplary
application in Figure 1, the CPI method uses an energy time
series with gaps, i.e., one or multiple consecutive missing val-
ues, as input and imputes the missing values by filling them
with the best matching days of the same time series. In the
following, we describe each step of the CPI method in detail
and reference the corresponding lines in Algorithm 1 and the
corresponding part in Figure 1.

A. Linear Interpolation of Single Missing Values

In the first step of the CPI method, single missing values,
i.e., individual meter readings, are imputed in the given energy
time series (line 1). For this imputation, a linear interpola-
tion is used because it provides sufficiently correct estimates
for individual missing values. We consider only single miss-
ing values in this step to limit the number of consecutively
linearly interpolated values and thus potentially unrealistic
imputations, while still benefiting from these easily imputable
values. Indeed, the resulting imputed values are considered as
correct in the subsequent steps to increase the number of days
without missing values that are available for copying.

B. Energy Consumption Estimation

The second step of the CPI method is the energy con-
sumption estimation for days with gaps (lines 2 - 6). The
total energy consumption2 during gaps can be determined
because the CPI method uses an energy time series as input. In
energy time series, the first entry after a gap still contains the
information about the total energy consumed during the gap
(see Figure 1(a)). For this reason, to obtain the total energy
consumption Ei of the gap i from time step t to time step t+k,
we calculate the energy difference, i.e.,

Ei = et+k+1 − et−1, (1)

where et+k+1 and et−1 are the energy consumption at the time
steps t + k + 1 and t − 1 respectively. This equation is the
basis of the estimation of the missing energy in line 5 of the
CPI algorithm.

However, for gaps longer than one day, the calculated
energy consumption must be allocated to the respective days
appropriately. For this purpose, firstly, the calculated energy
consumption of the gap is distributed to the respective days
according to their share of missing values. Figure 1(b) illus-
trates this distribution of the calculated energy consumption

1A Python implementation of the CPI method is available on
https://github.com/KIT-IAI/CopyPasteImputation.

2In the following, we refer to consumption data only, but the same
principles apply to generation data.
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Fig. 1. Exemplary application of the novel Copy-Paste Imputation (CPI) method to two weeks of a typical real-world energy consumption time series with
missing values.

between Friday and Saturday for the given example. Secondly,
we consider a weekly pattern in the daily energy consumption.
For this pattern, we use the weekly pattern of the input energy

time series estimated by the Prophet method [11]. It models
the weekly pattern such that the values of all weekdays add
up to zero. If some of these values are positive, others need
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Algorithm 1: Copy-Paste Imputation (CPI)
Input: energy time series ets with missing values (i.e. NaNs)
Result: ets without missing values, optionally power time series pts

1 ets← single_value_linear_interpolation(ets)
2 energy_per_day← calculate_energy_per_day(ets)
3 non_complete_days← determine_days_with_missing_values(ets)
// each entry in this list describes whether a day of ets has missing values

4 weekly_pattern← estimate_weekly_pattern_with_prophet(energy_per_day, non_complete_days)
// only consider the daily energy consumption of the days without missing values

5 missing_energy_per_day← estimate_missing_energy_per_day(ets, weekly_pattern)
6 estimated_energy_per_day← energy_per_day+ missing_energy_per_day
7 complete_days← compile_list_of_complete_days(ets.time, energy_per_day, non_complete_days)

8 pts← derive_power_ts_from_energy_ts(ets)
9 foreach day with missing values do

10 best_matching_day← find_day_with_min_dissimilarity(day, complete_days)
11 pts[day]← pts[best_matching_day]
12 end
13 foreach gap in ets do
14 scaling_factor← actual_energy_of _gap / imputed_energy_of _gap
15 pts[gap]← pts[gap] · scaling_factor
16 end
17 ets← calculate_energy_ts_from_power_ts(pts)

to be negative. For the estimation of these values, the Prophet
method only considers the daily energy consumption of the
days without missing values, i.e., one value per day. For
the given example, Figure 1(c) visualizes the weekly pattern.
Lastly, the estimated weekly pattern is added to all days of the
gap as shown in Figure 1(d). When adding the weekly pattern,
the added energy is summed up. The sum of the added energy
is then divided by the number of days in the gap to obtain the
average. This average is subtracted from each day of the gap
to preserve the total energy consumption of the gap.

C. Compilation of Available Complete Days

In the third step of the CPI method, a list of the available
complete days (i.e., days without missing values) is compiled
(line 7). Assuming daily patterns, a weekly cycle, and a yearly
seasonality in the energy consumption, each day is listed with
its following characteristics: its total energy consumption (de),
its weekday (dw ∈ {1 . . . 7}), and its seasonal position (ds).
Under the assumption of a yearly seasonality, i.e., 365 days
or 366 days for leap years, it follows that ds is in {1 . . . 366}.
An example of a list with days and their characteristics is
shown in Figure 1(e).

D. Calculation of Dissimilarity Between Days

In the fourth step, the CPI method calculates a dissimilarity
criterion between each day with gaps and all complete days
(line 10), which is used to select the best matching days for
filling gaps in the next step. For the dissimilarity criterion, the
CPI method uses the three previously introduced character-
istics of days: total energy, weekday, and seasonal position.

Since these characteristics are already computed for all com-
plete days, they only have to be determined for the days with
missing values in this step. More specifically, three distance
measures, i.e., De, Dw, and Ds, are calculated for each day
with gaps di and each available complete day dj.

The first distance measure De describes the distance
between the total energy consumption of a day with gaps
di and a complete day dj. The total energy consumption can
serve as a distance measure because the CPI method uses an
energy time series as input and thus can calculate the energy
consumed during a gap. De is defined as

De
(
di, dj

) =
∣∣di,e − dj,e

∣∣

emax − emin
, (2)

where emax and emin are the maximum and minimum energy
consumption of a day in the time series and di,e and dj,e are
the total energy consumption of the days di and dj. For the day
with gaps di, the previously estimated energy consumption is
used. Dividing by the difference between emax and emin ensures
that the distance measure De is in [0, 1].

The second distance measure Dw is based on the assumption
of a weekly pattern in the time series and describes the distance
between the weekday of a day with gaps di and a complete
day dj. It is defined as

Dw
(
di, dj

) =

⎧
⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩

0.0, if di,w = dj,w

0.5, if di,w ∈ {1..5} ∧ dj,w ∈ {1..5}
∨ di,w ∈ {6, 7} ∧ dj,w ∈ {6, 7}

1.0, else,

(3)

where di,w and dj,w are integer representations for the week-
day of days di and dj. One to five represent the workdays
Monday to Friday, whereas 6 and 7 represent the weekend
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days Saturday and Sunday. This distance measure Dw assigns
smaller distances to days of the same weekday or days of the
same class (i.e., workday or weekend) and higher distances to
days of different classes.

The third distance measure Ds captures the underlying sea-
sonal patterns and describes the distance between the seasonal
position of a day with gaps di and a complete day dj. It is
defined as

Ds
(
di, dj

) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

|di,s−dj,s|
� s

2 � , if
∣∣di,y − dj,y

∣∣ ≤ � s
2�

s−|di,s−dj,s|
� s

2 � , else,
(4)

where s is the length of the seasonal cycle and di,s and dj,s

are the position of days di and dj in this cycle. For a yearly
seasonality, s can be set to 365 or 366 to reflect the number of
days in a year. This distance measure ensures that two days
from the same season are considered as more similar than
two days from different seasons. For example, January 1 and
December 31 of the same year are almost one year apart but
have a minimal distance Ds. In contrast, January 1 and July 1
are only half a year apart and have a maximal distance Ds.

In order to determine the dissimilarity between a day with
gaps and a complete day, the three individual distance mea-
sures are combined into a single criterion. The resulting
dissimilarity criterion D is the weighted sum of the three
individual distance measures De, Dw, and Ds. It is defined as

D = weDe + wwDw + wsDs, (5)

where we, ww, and ws are the weights and De, Dw, and Ds

are the normalized distance measures. The individual distance
measures are normalized to the interval [0,1] for an eas-
ier interpretation of these weights. The specification of these
weights is necessary once before applying the CPI method.
To find suitable weights, one possible approach is to con-
duct a grid search on a representative set of time series (see
Section III-C3 for an exemplary grid search). For the given
example, Figure 1(f) shows the individual distances between
the first Friday as a day with gaps and all the other days and
the resulting dissimilarity values D for given weights.

E. Copy and Paste of Matching Days

In the last step, the CPI method copies the best match-
ing days, pastes them into gaps (line 11), and scales the
imputed values to preserve the energy of the respective gaps
(lines 13 - 16). In order to determine the best matching days,
the previously generated list of complete days is used. For a
day with gaps di, the day dj with the smallest dissimilarity
D(di, dj) is chosen. Since the entire list of complete days is
used, days from the future of the day with gaps are also con-
sidered. In the given example in Figure 1(f), the most similar
day is the second Friday of the time series because that Friday
has the lowest dissimilarity value.

Based on the determined best matching days, the actual
copying and pasting of the best matching days into gaps
is done. For this purpose, the power time series, as shown
in Figure 1(g), serves as basis. It can be derived from the
input energy time series (line 8) by calculating the average

power pt between time steps t − 1 and t, i.e.,

pt = et − et−1

�t
, (6)

where �t is the time between two time steps, et and pt are
the energy and power at time step t, and et−1 is the energy at
time step t−1. In the derived power time series, every missing
value in each day with gaps is replaced by the corresponding
value of the previously determined best matching complete
day (see Figure 1(h)).

Finally, the imputed power values are scaled in order to
preserve the actual energy of each gap. The scaling is based
on the actual energy and the imputed energy. Both can be
determined because the CPI method uses energy time series
as input and thus can calculate the energy consumed during a
gap. The actual energy Ei of the gap i is calculated according
to Equation (1). The imputed energy E′i is calculated by accu-
mulating the imputed power values. To preserve the energy,
the imputed power values of gap i are multiplied with the ratio
of the actual energy and the imputed energy, i.e.,

p̂t = p̂′t ·
Ei

E′i
, (7)

where p̂′t is the power value calculated by the CPI method and
p̂t is the scaled power value. After this scaling, the imputed
power time series can be used to calculate an imputed energy
time series by solving Equation (6) for et. With the calculated
energy time series, the CPI method finally returns a com-
plete energy time series whose initially missing values are
completely imputed.

III. EVALUATION

In this section, the proposed CPI method is evaluated on
real-world data and its performance is compared to benchmark
methods. Therefore, the used dataset is introduced followed
by the selected benchmark methods. After describing the
experimental setting, the results are presented.

A. Dataset

The dataset used for the evaluation is the
ElectricityLoadDiagrams20112014 dataset3 from the UCI
Machine Learning Repository [23]. The dataset consists of
power time series with complete consumption data from 370
different smart meters over a period of up to four years.
The time series contain quarter-hourly average power values
in kW, resulting in 35,040 values per year. Of these 370 time
series, 50 differently shaped time series with a length of one
year are selected as a representative sample. The selected
time series vary greatly in terms of seasonal, weekly, and
daily patterns as illustrated in Figure 2.

For the evaluation of the CPI method, the selected power
time series, that do not contain any missing values, are con-
verted to energy time series by accumulating the power values.
Due to their completeness, we artificially insert missing values
in the used time series by replacing values with NaNs. In order
to decide which values are replaced, we follow four steps.

3https://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/datasets/ElectricityLoadDiagrams20112014
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Fig. 2. Three exemplary time series from the UCI dataset, containing variations of different seasonal, weekly, and daily patterns.

Firstly, we determine the longest sequence of the time series
without missing values Tc. Secondly, we define the number of
consecutive values to be replaced in this sequence Tc by choos-
ing uniformly between 2 and the minimum of the specified
maximum number of consecutive missing values, the length
of Tc, and the remaining number of values to be replaced.
Thirdly, we randomly select a starting index for the deter-
mined number of consecutive values to be replaced such that
all values to be replaced are contained in Tc. Lastly, we replace
each selected value with NaN. These four steps are repeated
until the total number of values to be replaced is reached.

For the evaluation, we consider the number of values to
be replaced in the form of shares of missing values. In the
evaluation, six shares of missing values are used between 1%
and 30%, i.e., 1, 2, 5, 10, 20, and 30%. In order to consider
both larger gaps and single missing values, 5% of each share
of missing values are single missing values. The indices for the
single missing values are determined randomly after creating
the larger gaps.

B. Benchmark Methods

In order to compare the performance of the proposed CPI
method, we apply benchmark methods to the dataset. As suit-
able benchmark methods, we generally consider all imputation
methods for energy time series that utilize the time series
and its characteristics only. Due to the lack of imputation
methods for energy time series – to the best knowledge of
the authors –, we include imputation methods for power time
series and time series in general despite their disadvantage of
not utilizing energy data. Methods requiring additional data
or information such as weather data [9], [13] or validated ref-
erence days [19] and methods designed for multivariate time
series only [14], [20], [22] are discarded due to their lack of
comparability. Furthermore, during the evaluation, the method
in [15] is excluded due to its excessive run-time.

In this context, we select three methods as benchmarks in
view of comparison complexity and fairness. We derive these
methods from literature [11], [12], [16], [18] and adapt them
where necessary. To establish a fair comparison, the evaluated
benchmark methods receive their data input in the same way
as the CPI method. They sequentially get the 50 time series
and can use each time series completely but independently
from the others.

The first benchmark method is a commonly applied lin-
ear interpolation [12], [16]. This method represents a lower
baseline and should be outperformed in any case. It imputes
missing values p̂t by linearly interpolating the first and last
known power value before and after a gap, i.e.,

p̂t = t − t1
t2 − t1

· (pt2 − pt1

)+ pt1 , (8)

where t1 and t2 are the time steps before and after the gap.
The linear interpolation is thus the only evaluated method that
uses two values for imputing a gap.

The second benchmark method is the Optimally Weighted
Average (OWA) [16]. Assuming a weekly pattern, this method
calculates a historical average

p̂HA
t = 1

|H|�i∈Hpi, (9)

where H contains all values of the hour before and after t
as well as of the same two hours of the previous and of the
next week. As long as H is empty, the considered weeks are
iteratively extended by one in each direction to consider addi-
tional values from the same two hours in more weeks. To
ensure smooth transitions between actual and imputed values,
this average is combined with a linear interpolation p̂LI

t (8).
The combination results in

p̂t = wtp̂
LI
t + (1− wt)p̂

HA
t , (10)

where wt weighs the influence of the two imputation methods.
The weight wt is designed to decrease with increasing distance
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to the actual values, i.e.,

wt = e−αdt , (11)

where dt describes the distance from t to the nearest actual
value in time steps and α determines the rate of decay for wt.
Since α has a negligible influence on the imputation results
in the present evaluation, we use a global α = 0.1387 for the
evaluation as determined in [16].

The third benchmark method is based on the Prophet
method for time series forecasting [11]. Prophet uses a
modular regression model that can be described as

y(t) = g(t)+ s(t)+ h(t)+ εt, (12)

where g is a model for the trend, s for seasonality, h for
holidays, and εt for changes that are not represented in the
model. The imputation method based on this model exploits
Prophet’s capability to estimate a time series model on irreg-
ularly spaced data [11] and imputes missing values with the
corresponding values of the model. The model is learned on all
values available in the time series to be imputed. In contrast to
its application in the CPI method, the benchmark imputation
method based on Prophet receives, like all other benchmark
methods, the aforementioned quarter-hourly values as input,
i.e., 96 values per day.

C. Experimental Setting

This subsection describes the used hard- and software plat-
form, introduces the error measures to evaluate the imputation
methods, and explains the calculation of the weights in the
dissimilarity measure of the evaluated CPI method.

1) Hard- and Software Platform: For the evaluation of the
CPI and the benchmark methods, we compare the quality of
the imputation and the required run-time. For a better compa-
rability of the results, all methods are implemented in Python
and evaluated on the same hardware. The evaluation hardware
is a desktop PC running Ubuntu 20.04 with an AMD Ryzen 5
3600 processor and 16GB of memory.

2) Error Measures: In order to evaluate the quality of an
imputation in energy time series, we examine both the usage
of matching patterns to fill gaps and the conservation of the
total energy in the gaps. To evaluate the usage of matching
patterns, we determine how well imputed patterns match the
actual patterns. For this purpose, we measure the deviation
between every single actual power value and the correspond-
ing imputed power value using the Mean Absolute Percentage
Error (MAPE). It is defined as

MAPEp = 1

|Tm|�t∈Tm

∣∣∣∣
p̂t − pt

pt

∣∣∣∣, (13)

where pt and p̂t are the actual and imputed power values at
time step t and Tm is the set of time steps with missing values.
To evaluate the conservation of the total energy in gaps, we
measure the difference between the actual and imputed energy
while ignoring the fine granular patterns that are used for the
imputation. The difference is determined using the Weighted

Absolute Percentage Error (WAPE), which is defined as

WAPEE =
�N

i=1

∣∣∣Êi − Ei

∣∣∣

�N
i=1Ei

, (14)

where Ei and Êi are the actual and imputed energy of gap i
in a time series with N gaps. In contrast to the MAPEp (13),
the weighting of the individual absolute errors is necessary in
the WAPEE (14) to account for gaps of different sizes.

3) Weights in the CPI Dissimilarity Measure: Before copy-
ing and pasting matching days, the CPI method calculates the
dissimilarity measure between two days (5). For this calcu-
lation, it is necessary that the weights of the three distance
measures regarding total energy consumption, weekday, and
seasonal position are specified beforehand. To determine these
weights for the CPI method applied in the evaluation, we thus
perform a grid search.

This grid search is conducted before the actual evaluation on
a separate dataset that is used only for calibration. To com-
pile the calibration dataset, we consider the remaining 320
time series given in the aforementioned dataset. Based on a
visual inspection, we choose five time series for the calibration
dataset, which are different from each other but have similar
characteristics to the 50 time series in the evaluation. Each of
the five time series from the calibration dataset is evaluated
with six different shares of missing values, ranging from 1%
to 30%, which results in 30 time series in total.

Using this calibration dataset, we test 1,000 combinations
of the three weights w = (we, ww, ws) with each weight in
the range [1 . . . 10]. Each combination of weights is evaluated
with both error measures MAPEp (13) and WAPEE (14) on
all time series of the calibration dataset. Based on the results,
we determine the overall minimum and maximum of both
error measures. With them, we min-max normalize the val-
ues of both error measures. The min-max normalized MAPEp
is calculated with

MAPEp,n(w, i) = MAPEp(w, i)−min MAPEp

max MAPEp −min MAPEp
, (15)

where w is the tested weight combination and i is the identifier
of the time series from the calibration dataset. The min-max
normalized WAPEE is determined analogously to (15). To
obtain the average sum of both normalized error measures
TE, we first add the normalized results of both error mea-
sures together for each time series from the calibration dataset.
Afterward, we sum this total over all time series and divide it
by the number of time series, i.e.,

TE(w) =
∑n

i MAPEp,n(w, i)+WAPEE,n(w, i)

n
, (16)

where n is the number of time series in the calibration dataset.
Finally, we determine the weights with the minimum average
sum of both normalized error measures, i.e.,

wopt = arg min
w

TE(w), (17)

representing the optimal weights wopt.
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Fig. 3. The two error measures of the best, worst, and overall best weights for the five time series from the calibration dataset used in the grid search. Every
time series is evaluated with six different shares of missing values ranging from 1% to 30%, resulting in a total number of 30 tested time series. The orange
bars indicate the errors of the best weights, the red bars the errors of the worst weights, and the purple bars the errors resulting from the determined optimal
weight combination wopt .

D. Results

Based on the 50 selected time series, the selected bench-
mark methods, and the experimental setup described above,
this section explains the evaluation results. It first covers the
grid search, before describing the usage of matching patterns
and the conservation of energy, quantified by MAPEp (13) and
WAPEE (14) respectively. The presented values of these error
measures are the truncated means for the 50 evaluated time
series, which omit the two best and worst values to obtain less
outlier-sensitive results. Afterward, the run-time of the eval-
uated methods and its decomposition is addressed before the
usage of matching patterns and the run-time are put in com-
parison. Lastly, the output of an exemplary imputation visually
illustrates the evaluation results.

1) Grid Search: The grid search evaluates the aforemen-
tioned 1,000 weight combinations in 91 minutes with a total
system memory usage of approximately 3.5GB. Figure 3
shows the MAPEp (13) and WAPEE (14) for the tested time
series. For each time series and each share of missing val-
ues, an orange bar depicts the result with the best weights.
Accordingly, the red bars show the worst results. The dark
purple bars describe the results with the overall best weights
wopt = (5, 1, 10) determined with Equation (17). The grid
search reveals that every time series has its own optimal
weight combination. Nevertheless, the difference between the
results with the best and the worst weights is often very
small. Similarly, the difference between the results with the
best weights and the overall best weights wopt is often neg-
ligible. wopt is, therefore, used for all 50 time series to be
evaluated.

2) Usage of Matching Patterns: The usage of matching
patterns – as defined in Equation (13) – by the evaluated
methods is presented in Figure 4. For the six different shares
of artificially inserted missing values, the figure shows the
MAPEp (13) of all evaluated methods. For most of the shares
of missing values, the CPI method performs better than the
OWA method as the best benchmark method. Both methods
perform overall about 10 - 12% better than the Prophet-based
method. The linear interpolation performs by far the worst

Fig. 4. The MAPEp (13) of the CPI method and the three benchmark
methods with different shares of missing values. As the scaling of imputed
values does not noticeably affect the results of the CPI method, it is omitted
in this figure.

for all shares of missing values. All methods tend to higher
errors with higher shares of missing values. This trend is
most distinct for the linear interpolation. With regard to the
errors of individual time series, the benchmark methods are
more prone to extreme errors with a maximum MAPEp (13)
of 5.88 and above while the CPI method has a maximum
MAPEp (13) of 2.37.

3) Conservation of Energy: For the four evaluated meth-
ods, the conservation of energy in the gaps – as defined in
Equation (14) – is shown in Figure 5. The figure presents
the WAPEE (14) for the six shares of missing values. The
CPI method performs best regardless of the share of missing
values. To allow a better comparability with the benchmark
methods that all do not use scaling, the dashed line indi-
cates the error values for the CPI method without scaling.
Without scaling, the CPI method performs on average 4.4%
better than the OWA method, which is the second best method.
We assume that this result is strongly related to using energy
as a distance measure, which is possible thanks to the use
of energy time series as input. The scaling even reduces the
error to nearly zero for all shares of missing values, so the
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Fig. 5. The WAPEE (14) of the CPI method and the three benchmark
methods with different shares of missing values. For better comparability with
the benchmark methods that all do not use scaling, the dashed line indicates
the WAPEE of the CPI method without scaling the imputed values to preserve
the energy of a gap.

Fig. 6. The average run-times required by the CPI method and the three
benchmark methods for the imputation of the 50 selected one-year time series.
Note the logarithmic time scale, which visually compresses Prophet’s run-time
decrease by 5.8 seconds from 1 to 30% of missing values.

Fig. 7. Run-time of the CPI method for time series with different lengths
from three months (8,832 values) up to three years (105,120 values).

CPI method performs even better. In view of the already good
results without scaling, the contribution of scaling is, however,
relatively small. The linear interpolation again performs worst
for all shares of missing values. The Prophet-based method
and the OWA method perform very similarly with an average
advantage of 1.6% for the OWA method.

4) Run-Time: Figure 6 shows the average run-times
required by the evaluated methods for the imputation of the
50 selected one-year time series with 35,040 values each. The
linear interpolation is by far the fastest method. The OWA

Fig. 8. Run-time decomposition of the CPI method and the three bench-
mark methods into model estimation including training and fitting as well as
imputation.

Fig. 9. Comparison of the usage of matching patterns and the average run-
time needed of the CPI method and the three benchmark methods for the
imputation of 50 one-year time series. The x-axis shows the required average
run-times on a logarithmic scale and the y-axis the MAPEp (13).

method is similarly fast for small shares of missing values but
increases more drastically in run-time than the other meth-
ods for increasing shares of missing values. The CPI method
requires about 10 to 20 times more time than the linear inter-
polation but is faster than the OWA method for 20 and 30%
of missing values. The Prophet-based method requires much
more time than all other methods and is 9 to 10 times slower
than the CPI method. Its longer run-time compared to the CPI
method, wherein the Prophet method is also used, is caused by
a more time-consuming training due to its larger input. When
applied as benchmark method, the Prophet method receives
96 values per day as input as opposed to only one value per
day when used in the CPI method.

In addition to the run-time evaluation for the one-year time
series, we briefly evaluate how the CPI method’s run-time
relates to the number of input values. Figure 7 shows the
run-time of the CPI method for time series with different
lengths from one quarter of a year (8,832 values) up to three
years (105,120 values). The CPI method scales approximately
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Fig. 10. The upper figure shows an exemplary one-year time series with 20% of missing values. For a multi-day excerpt of a gap in November, the lower
figure presents the resulting imputations by the CPI method and the three benchmark methods in comparison to the actual values. Metrics of the CPI method
and the best benchmark method for this example: MAPEp (13): 0.194 (OWA: 0.211), WAPEE (14): 0.003 (OWA: 0.065), run-time: 2.89s (Linear: 0.35s).

linearly to the number of input values with an average run-time
of 5.56 seconds for time series with 105,120 values.

5) Run-Time Decomposition: Figure 8 decomposes the run-
time of the evaluated methods for 1% and 30% of missing
values. Model estimation including training and fitting are
depicted in purple whereas the actual imputation is depicted in
blue. For the CPI method, the run-time is even further differen-
tiated with respect to its steps. From bottom to top, the purple
colors respectively describe the steps: linear interpolation of
single missing values, the energy consumption estimation, and
the compilation of available complete days. The blue colors
respectively indicate the steps of matching of the most similar
days, pasting the values into the gaps, scaling the imputed val-
ues, and calculating the completed energy time series. Figure 8
shows that the energy consumption estimation for gaps, that
relies on the Prophet method, is the dominating part of the CPI
method’s run-time. Similarly, the model estimation also dom-
inates the run-time of the Prophet-based method. In contrast,
the linear interpolation and the OWA method do not comprise
any model estimation. Their run-time thus consists entirely of
the imputation itself.

6) Usage of Matching Patterns vs. Run-Time: In Figure 9,
the obtained results regarding the usage of matching patterns
is put in relation to the run-time needed with a scatter plot
showing the required average run-times on the x-axis and
the MAPEp (13) on the y-axis. Smaller values indicate a
better performance. While the linear interpolation provides
fast and inaccurate results, the CPI method and the OWA
method deliver the most accurate results with a reasonable
run-time. The Prophet-based method yields mediocre results
while taking much longer to calculate than the other methods.

7) Exemplary Imputation Results: For all evaluated impu-
tation methods, Figure 10 illustrates an exemplary imputation
of a time series with 20% of artificially inserted missing
values, resulting in large gaps. The imputation of the linear
interpolation fails to capture the patterns of the time series.
The imputations by the OWA method and the Prophet-based

method capture the essential patterns but lack details. The
imputation by the CPI method mostly fits the actual values
but it shifts and increases some peaks. Despite not explic-
itly addressing the transitions between existing and imputed
values, the CPI method also generally provides smooth tran-
sitions on both ends of gaps. Compared to the three benchmark
methods, the imputation by the novel CPI method thus comes
closest to the actual values.

IV. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

The present paper introduces a new Copy-Paste Imputation
method for energy time series. Using an energy time series as
input, it copies blocks of data with similar characteristics and
pastes them into gaps of the time series. This approach enables
realistic imputations even for large gaps with several weeks of
consecutively missing values. In contrast to all other methods
in the literature – to the best knowledge of the authors –, the
CPI method utilizes the often provided energy time series,
i.e., the actual meter readings, instead of power time series,
i.e., the average power per interval. Using an energy time series
allows including the information on the total energy consumed
or produced during gaps. Utilizing this information enables a
robust selection of matching blocks of data and ensures that
the overall energy per gap remains unchanged while imputing
the missing values with realistic patterns. Through imputing
missing values, the CPI methods increases the completeness
of collected energy time series and of the derivable power
time series, which are then available to applications relying on
complete input data. For the imputation itself, the CPI method
does not require any additional information such as weather
data or consumption data from spatially close smart meters.

The proposed CPI method is applied to a real-world dataset
and compared to three benchmark methods. For the evaluation,
six shares of artificially inserted missing values between 1
and 30% are used. For all shares of missing values, the CPI
method outperforms the benchmark methods. The evaluation
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confirms that the CPI method uses matching patterns for the
imputations and that it conserves the overall energy of every
imputed gap. In comparison to the benchmark methods, the
CPI method requires only a moderate run-time that scales well
with increasing shares of missing values and length of input
time series. Overall, the CPI method offers a good trade-off
between the usage of matching patterns and the run-time.

Based on these results, future work could follow three
directions. First, the robustness of the CPI method could be
analyzed and improved regarding aperiodic events or time
series with other temporal resolutions and periodicities such
as residential solar power generation or fast charging of elec-
trical vehicles. Similarly, time series containing both power
consumption and generation from renewable energy sources
could be of interest for further investigation. A robustness
analysis could further include the selection of the weights in
the dissimilarity measure – for example in dynamic environ-
ments – and the compilation of the calibration data set used for
determining the weights. Furthermore, the transitions between
existing and imputed values on both ends of gaps could be
further investigated. Second, a trend analysis could enhance
the CPI method’s selection of matching days especially for
longer gaps. Similarly, additional information such as voltage
magnitude [24] and spatial temporal correlations [25] could be
used to improve the matching days selection. Third, the CPI
method could be integrated in applications that rely on com-
plete input data such as grid simulation, load forecasting, and
load management. Anomaly or error detection functions could
also be included in the CPI method itself to repair implausi-
ble values. Moreover, a reporting and analysis tool could use
the CPI method to estimate the imputation quality based on
artificially inserted missing values.
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